
 

Policy on Assessment and Reporting 
 

 

Rationale 

"Assessment is about gathering, interpreting and using information about the processes and 

outcomes of learning."  (NCCA. 2003) 

 

 Assessment is an integral part of the teaching process. It is an essential first step, in so far 

as the teacher's assessment of the state of knowledge and preparedness of the student will 

guide the teacher's methodology. On going assessment will continue to inform the teacher 

of the effectiveness of the teaching and learning process and will be an ongoing guide to 

methodology and practice. Reporting of the assessment is a guide to the student and his/her 

parents as to progress or lack of progress. Reporting of satisfactory progress can be a 

source of encouragement and a spur to greater efforts. 

 

 Reporting of unsatisfactory progress can also act as a prompt to take necessary remedial 

action in an appropriate way. 

 

 Terminal examinations, such as Junior Certificate and Leaving Certificate and 

examinations designed to prepare for them, are different in nature. They are based on 

national norms and the questions may be drawn from the entire syllabus. By their nature, 

they will be of little assistance to the teacher in guiding or adapting the teaching approach. 

They are, however, the bench mark against which the students will be graded. 

 

 In addition to being conscious of the intrinsic nature of assessment to the teaching process 

we also note that Article 22 (2(b)) of the Education Act 1998 requires of the Principal and 

the teachers that they "regularly evaluate students and periodically report the results of the 

evaluation to the students and their parents". 

 

 



Policy 

 It is the policy of the school to encourage and support ongoing assessment as part of the 

teaching process. The school will also have a clear calendar of reporting students' progress 

to parents/guardians. 

 

 With regard to ongoing assessment, teachers are expected to keep an account of the 

progress of students in the variety of tasks which may occur in the teaching/learning 

process. This variety will take account of the range of skills appropriate to the subject and 

level in question. Among others these skills might include oral expression, listening 

comprehension, textual analysis, research ability, manual dexterity, imaginative 

composition (written and materials based) numerical ability, computation skills and graphic 

comprehension.     

 

 This list is not complete but merely suggests the range of skills which teachers develop and 

assess through homework, class work, assignments and projects. Teachers are also 

encouraged to use the journal, parent- teacher meetings, the merit system and other means 

to report to students and parents on this on going assessment process. 

 

 With regard to formal assessment and reporting the following structure and calendar of 

events applies: 

 

First Year 

 Students are assessed as part of the entry and class formation procedures prior to their 

joining the school. These assessments are described in the section of this document dealing 

with admissions. 

 During October, students' work rate and behaviour is assessed and reported using a detailed 

comment. The assessment will be based on activities in class, homework, projects, etc.  A 

report will be sent home. 

 A formal examination will be held in late December. In general one hour (two periods) will 

be the working time per subject. A parent/teacher meeting during January gives an 

opportunity to evaluate the report, which will have arrived home in early January. 



 During March, students' work rate is assessed and reported according to an agreed scale. A 

staff meeting is held to agree procedures. The assessment will be based on activities in 

class, homework, projects etc. A report will be sent home. 

 A formal examination similar in duration to December will be held in late May. The report 

will be sent home. 

 

 

Second Year 

 During October, students' work rate and behaviour is assessed and reported using a detailed 

comment. The assessment will be based on activities in class, homework, projects etc. A 

report will be sent home. 

 A formal examination will be held in late December. In general two periods will be the 

working time per subject. A parent/teacher meeting during January gives an opportunity to 

evaluate the report, which will have arrived home early in January. 

 During March, students' work rate is assessed and reported according to an agreed scale. 

The assessment will be based on activities in class, homework, projects etc. A report will 

be sent home. 

 A formal examination, two periods in duration, in general will be held in late May. This 

should be seen as preparation for the Junior Certificate. Where possible, common exam 

papers, based on official exam papers, will be used. The report will be sent home. 

 

Third Years 

 A report will be sent home in late October/November. In preparation for this, teachers will 

set a series of in class tests. These individual results and their cumulative average will be 

sent home.  

 During February, a Pre-Junior Certificate Examination will be held. This will resemble the 

actual Junior Certificate as closely as possible. In general examination papers will be 

externally sourced. A formal report will be sent home. 

 The Junior Certificate will be conducted in early June by the Department of Education & 

Science. 

 

 



Transition Year 

 The ongoing assessment of students' progress by the teachers is of particular importance in 

informing the student, parents and Transition Year co-ordinator of progress or problems. 

An exhibition of students' work, in early January and again in early May manifest, in a 

public way, student attainment and achievement. 

 Examinations will take place at Christmas and Summer in the core subjects. 

 Other sources of assessment and affirmation include participation in the Gaisce Award 

Scheme, participation in special projects and reports from work experience. 

 

 

 

Leaving Cert. Applied Programme (L. C.A.P.)   

All assessment is externally based and conducted under the aegis of the Department of Education 

& Science. However teachers' own ongoing assessment is of value in guiding and preparing 

students and in reporting to parents at parent/teacher meetings. Examinations take place at 

Christmas and also a pre-leaving certificate examination in certain subjects. 

 

 

 

Fifth Year 

 An assessment, using a detailed comment, will be reported and sent home in October. This 

will be based on activities in class, homework, projects etc. A report is sent home. 

 An examination will be held in late December. One hour thirty minutes per subject will be 

allocated. A report will be sent home. 

 During March students' work rate is assessed and reported according to an agreed scale. 

The assessment will be based on activities in class, homework, projects etc.  A report will 

be sent home. 

 An examination will be held in late May. One hour thirty minutes per subject will be 

allocated. A report will be sent home. 

 

 

 



Sixth Year 

 A formal examination will be held after the mid-term break (October/November). 

Approximately one hour thirty minutes will be allocated per subject. Examination context 

should reflect material covered in Fifth Year and Sixth Year to date. A report will be sent 

home. 

 A Pre-Leaving Certificate Examination will be held in late February/early March. This will 

resemble the Leaving Certificate as closely as possible though some practical, oral and 

aural elements will be conducted on a less structured basis. In general, examination papers 

will be externally sourced. A report will be sent home. Since external assessment begins for 

Leaving Certificate before Easter no further school based formal assessment will take 

place. However the teacher's own assessment record is of vital importance in guiding the 

students' preparation. 

 

 

 

Development Issues Arising 

Students and parents have little opportunity to assess students' status or progress against an 

established benchmark until the Junior Certificate at the end of Third Year. There is a strong case 

for the introduction of some elements of common assessment at a much earlier stage. While it may 

be argued, with some validity, that each teacher is unique and each student is unique, it is a fact 

that students face a common examination based on a prescribed programme in the Junior 

Certificate. It should be feasible to gradually approach this norm from First Year onwards. There 

are difficulties in managing this approach but the difficulty would appear to be outweighed by the 

benefits. One particular benefit would be the coherence, which could be achieved through the 

years of the cycle. Having clearly defined targets for each year would greatly facilitate students 

changing class and teachers taking up a class in mid-cycle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Conduct of Examinations 

In order that examinations (a) have a validity and integrity and (b) that they serve as a preparation 

for other more formal occasions, it is essential that in-school examinations be as well administrated 

as possible.  

To this end: 

 Proper answer books will be provided 

 Papers should be properly presented, clearly laid out and well copied. 

 The rules for the centre, as specified by the Year Head, should be enforced. 

 Supervisors should be diligent in their duties. The area to be supervised should be divided 

among the team of supervisors with each member participating actively. Supervisors 

should avoid talking in the centre and should not engage in other work 

 To ensure the validity and integrity of the examination, some elements of cross moderation 

should be incorporated. This is of particular value when common papers are being 

assessed. It also gives an opportunity to benefit from the experience of those teachers who 

correct the Department of Education & Science examinations. 

 

APPENDIX 1 

Format of Autumn and Spring Assessments 

 

Autumn 

Assessments in Autumn will be comment based.  Teachers will write a comment on each student 

which must focus on the work rate and behaviour of the student in their class. 

 

Spring 

Assessments in Spring will be the average mark of three pieces of work that students have 

completed and been corrected by the teacher. 

The piece of work can include class tests, projects etc. 

A percentage grade is to be recorded for each student and a comment relating to the students 

progress in the subject. 


